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Seeing Samuel become the target of public criticism and being compared with Liu Zhijie, 

Jiang Wan felt very delighted. She desired this feeling to put down Samuel to show Liu 

Zhijie’s quality. 

After lunch, Jiang Bo and also Xu Fang, as the owners, did not mean to clean up the bowls 

as well as chopsticks. They sat still on the sofa, and also their eyes were chosen Samuel. 

Godfrey hardly ever spoke after he got to the Jiang household, because he was towered 

above by the Jiang family members. In those days, the Jiang family members thought Lydia 

wed into the Sue family, they would rise to power. 

The fact was that Godfrey was not valued in the Sue household. If he did not live a good life, 

how could he aid these loved ones of the Jiang family? For that reason, back then, Godfrey’s 

placement in the Jiang family was very reduced. 

” Samuel, what are you waiting on? Given that you are used to doing these points, take the 

effort,” Jiang Bo stated discontentedly. 

Yvonne was a little angry. Samuel was a visitor. 

 

Yvonne was about to state something, Samuel stood up and also said with a smile, “It’s 

okay.” 

” Let me assist you.” Yvonne sighed helplessly. 

Jiang Bo hated people like Samuel, who relied on women to sustain him at house. When he 

saw Yvonne was going to help him, he reprimanded her, “Yvonne, rest still. 

 

Lydia could not stand it anymore. She said, “Brother, we are guests anyhow. You …”. 

Before Lydia finished speaking, Jiang Bo interrupted, “Naturally, I treat you as visitors, 

however I uncommitted about him. I dislike this type of individual.”. 



Samuel really did not grumble. Anyway, it was what he used to do, so it didn’t issue. He 

claimed, “Mother, sit down. I’ll do it.”. 

” At least you have some self-knowledge.”. 

After washing the dishes, every person relaxed for some time and went out, ready to shop in 

the mall. 

When Jiang Bo saw the Audi A6 had by the Sue family members, he was a little surprised. 

Their household utilized to be a worn-out auto. 

He didn’t anticipate it to be a luxury vehicle. It seemed Yvonne’s current placement had 

actually indeed helped her make a lot of cash. 

In Jiang Bo’s eyes, they couldn’t compare with Liu Zhijie. Liu Zhijie was a manager currently, 

while Yvonne was just working in the Sue household. 

Most importantly, Samuel was a stack of mud. Regardless of just how hard he attempted, he 

might not be compared to Liu Zhijie. 

The recently opened up shopping center was really dynamic. Even if it was not a Double 

Day, there were still a lot of people. There were all sort of famous brand shops, along with 

some luxury products. 

It was challenging to construct such a huge shopping center in a place like the Bin Region. 

Additionally, it was definitely challenging to bring in so many deluxe brands to work out in. 

” The owner of this shopping mall is Tang Zong, Liu Zhijie’s pal. If it weren’t for him, there 

wouldn’t be such an elegant place in the Bin Area.” Jiang Wan stated the owner of the 

shopping center as well as purposely added the name of Liu Zhijie’s good friend, which was 

one more noticeable program of flaunting. 

Samuel did not know whether to laugh or cry. It turned out that being Liu Zhijie’s pal gave 

them such a feeling of achievement. 

This buying mall was certainly powerful, due to the fact that lots of luxury brand names did 

not want to resolve down in such a little county. Liu Zhijie’s capability to find them was a 

reflection of his capacity. 



Jiang Wan walked into a LV store with a team of individuals. She had actually currently taken 

a fancy to a favored bag below, but she had actually restrained herself from doing anything. 

She had actually been waiting on today to foot the bill before Yvonne, so that Yvonne would 

certainly recognize how extravagant her life was. 

” Yvonne, you should recognize the LV brand? I saw a bag. How about it?” Jiang Wan took 

Yvonne’s hand totally and took her to the front of a new bag. 

The label was marked with a marked price of greater than 30,000 yuan. Jiang Wan took the 

label and also reveal it to Yvonne. 

” Although it’s a little pricey, as long as I desire it, Zhijie will buy it for me,” Jiang Wan 

claimed with a smile. 

 


